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Sisters from the Hood. 
 
 
 
Só as cartas comerciais são dirigidas.  Todas as outras devem, pelo menos para o homem 
(sic) superior, ser apenas dele para si próprio.  
Fernando Pessoa 
 
[Free translation: All commercial letters are addressed to someone.  All others must, at least 
for the superior man (sic), be from him to himself alone]. 

 
 
 
I invoke Fernando Pessoa, the patron saint of all artists with 
multiple identities, to speak of the work of Wanda Raimundi-Ortiz.   
She is Chuleta, the art teacher, she is the Wepa woman, the 
comic book hero, and she is the soup opera star.  But she is more 
than the sum of her heteronyms.  Her work happens rather in the 
clash of those different personae, and in the clash of each of 
them with the world around, particularly the so-called art world (a 
world as hard to cross to, and as policed and restricted, as the 
southern border of this country). 
  
Raimundi-Ortiz is part of a pioneer generation that created an 
artistic language out of the new technologies of distribution of the 
2000s.  That generation is in debt with the earlier revolution of the 
first consumer video cameras of the 1960s, which allowed 
individuals, rather than corporations only, to create video content 
for the first time.  It was actually a meek revolution if one takes in 
account the number of people that could actually buy that 
expensive equipment – a gap even more dramatic on developing 
countries.   The worst is that even though there was an increase in 
production, there was not an accompanying increase on 
distribution.  Audiovisual life still happened mainly on movie 
theaters and in front of the TV set.  Galleries and museums 
consisted of a tiny exhibition circuit, which was then and until quite 
recently, resistant to new media (The ‘Black Box’ Biennial is a 
phenomenon of the 1990s). 
 
The advent of the Internet however changed things, and the web 
became something of a big decentralized publishing tool (if by 
decentralized we mean dominated by different, but almost 
exclusively U.S. corporations like Google, Facebook, Youtube etc).  
The importance of the new technologies of distribution was to 
create channels for micro narratives, confessional rants, 
disposable information, which has a similar flow to a conversation 
in a line or at a bus stop.  It fills time, it is easily forgotten.  It is the 
birth of a particular esthetics of the casual and personal. 
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A group of artists in the 2000s has turned the kind of content 
pertaining (propitiated) by these new technologies of distribution 
into an esthetical language.  They too use the confessional, the 
humorous parody, the assemblage of cultural detritus, but their 
mashup maintains a critical undertone (in no way contradictory 
with their sincere love for their camp references). 

 
Ryan Trecartin, for example, has embraced Youtube from start as 
an integral way of distributing his work, even after it began to be 
sold in numbered editions in art galleries.  Kalup Linzy (with whom 
Raimundi-Ortiz has collaborated more than once) created soup-
operas that seem to materialize directly from his own daydreams 
as a fan, where he is the Technicolor star.  The space, which they 
create and star in, is both exhilarating (as they can make a world 
where they can be all that they want) and melancholic (as they 
acknowledge that they are formed by models that they cannot 
fulfill, and from which they are rejected for being black, queer, 
other).  These videos use the parameters of a Blog, where one 
shares a vision of the world in an informal  and personal way.  A 
diary that is meant to be violated (and there is something 
fetishistic about the exhibition of the repressed in some of those 
artists, to which I would add Terench Koh’s 
www.asianpunkboy.com blog).      
 
Raimundi-Ortiz is of the same generation then those well-known 
male, queer, fellow artists, and uses similar esthetics, which I 
identify here with the raise of the new technologies of distribution 
(i.e. web 2.0) in the 2000s and the esthetics of the Blog. 
 
The Ask Chuleta series, for example, is formatted as if it was a web 
didactic series on contemporary art for a ‘niche’ audience.  But 
the series was never really what appears to be.  It uses the look of 
a youtube educational series without ever having been one.  In 
that sense it is the appropriation of a format (as she did when she 
created the teaser for an imaginary telenovela, Machos de Mi 
Vida) but not a total surrender to it.   
 
The most touching aspect of the Ask Chuleta series is that it is a 
mirror.  I don’t mean it as a narcissistic mirror, but as mise en 
abyme, where Raimundi-Ortiz multiple reflections loop among 
themselves and self contaminate. She is the impossibly 
stereotypical Latina character Chuleta and also her target public 
(Bronx residents who supposedly don’t care about contemporary 
art).  AND she is the elitist connoisseur that inhabits the white cube.  
That last persona, always mentioned as ‘they’, the ‘other’ of the 
‘other,’ is also a facet of the artist.  The anguish of the series 
consists on its inability to satisfactorily conciliate all 3 characters 
into a resolved unity.  As the best work that deals with identity, hers 
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is not an essentialization, and navigates a rather uneasy instability.  
The conflicted Self is the subject (pun intended), not a mere 
celebratory domestication of a rigid persona.    

 
It is true that there is a lingering nostalgia for a possible authenticity 
(is she still “Wanda from the Block”?), only reinforced by the 
impossibility of that very rigid authenticity.  The work is critically 
productive in what is not - cannot be - resolved.  Between an 
impossible ‘typical’ Latino woman from the Bronx (an 
unobtainable ‘ideal’), and her contamination, for better or worse, 
with the woman from outside the borough, the one that is 
summoned as the permanent ‘other’s other’  (the white, subdued, 
elitist woman). 
 
The same can be said about her questioning of gender 
construction (another common tread with her fellow artists 
Trecartin, Linzy and Koh), which is mapped as a territory that is 
somewhere between the POP star (Jennifer Lopez), the suffering 
telenovela leading lady (Machos de Mi Vida) and Chuleta, the 
professor with an attitude.  Chuleta (and maybe Raimundi-Ortiz 
through her mouth) has called herself a Hoodassfeminist – an apt 
description.  Her construction of gender – contrary to many artists 
dealing with the subject – is situated in terms of ethnicity and class.  
She did not universalize (naturalize) the construction of gender but 
elected to speak directly of a Latino woman who is class 
conscious.  Her characters are imbrications of where they were 
born, and under which conditions – a complex and interesting 
brand of feminism. 
 
Again, Raimundi-Ortiz work is somewhat of a mirror.  A mirror in a 
physical sense insofar artists that speak to the camera can see 
their own reflection on the lenses, or maybe a live image on the 
LCD screen.  A mirror also because it is a work that relies on self-
questioning and on the fragmentation of the Self.  Importantly, it is 
also a mirror for the viewer, where we recognize who we are and 
are not, where we can see the world where we live in.  We are her 
actors, given that we are asked to become the Bronx residents 
who learn from Chuleta, or the telenovela viewers of Machos de 
Mi Vida.  And for us and for her, at its best, it is indeed a mise en 
abyme kaleidoscopic view where we loose ourselves.        
 
Cyriaco Lopes 
February 2011 


